The economy of the United States is a major topic in the news, and the following text discusses various aspects of it.

**LABOR'S Political Struggle**

Notes Indicating the Program of the World's Socialistic Movement

**Labor**  
GHITZMAN "DA "LORD OF THE RINGS"  

**FORCED LABOR**

In the future the Social Justice Legislation of Chicago will call its agitation meetings the same as the other Social Democratic parties elsewhere in the country.

**The various Socialist factions of Los Angeles met on Saturday, December 29, 1909, for the purpose of organizing the Social Democratic party for future political contests in this State. A "Harmon" on the principles of the party was adopted by the meeting.

**The Outlook for December, reviewing the vote of the last election, stated that the result, which was...**

**FIFTY CENTS PER YEAR**

**LABOR'S Economic Struggle**

Noting the Strife Between Organized Labor and the Government

The makers of tools at Calcutta are on strike. They are receiving subscriptions from the workers at Nagpur in return for their services.

In New Guinea the class struggle has turned into a conflict between the circles of steel and laborers, who are to be paid $5 per week, imposed by the Proprietary Gold Mining Syndicate.

Statistics have been published relating to the number of workers in Denmark who are trade unionists. It appears that 26.7 per cent of the men and 15.7 per cent of the women are unionists.

The international jury of the Paris exposition has awarded the grand prize of honor to the Ancient Federation of Labor for its exhibits of trade unionism and industrialism.

Labor troubles are feared in the docks at Antwerp, and picketing has been set up. Twenty Antwerp ship mechanics have gone to court to seek larger wages, and are in conflict with the best means of protecting commerce against the law.

The dock laborers' strike in Antwerp, Belgium, is in its second week, and is being met with a lock-out of over 3,000 men. The coal and oil men have joined the strikers and a few outsiders have taken the places of the strikers who are behaving in an orderly manner.

It is reported that the employers are bringing men from England to take the place of the strikers.

**UNION STRIKES**

United States: Buffalo bosses have decided not to use the strike破。

The United Mine Workers spent over $500,000 on their strike last year, while the mine owners may have spent over $2,000,000 a year. The strike is likely to continue into the coming fall.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States has criticized the recent strike in coal mining.

The President of the United States, Mr. Bryan, is reported to be in favor of the strike, but his position may be changed.

**Labor's Economic Struggle**

**FREE WILLS**

Blacksford Writs in London "Clarion" On Individual and Social Responsibility

I am not preaching a doctrine of fulfillment and despair. I am trying to suggest that the world is not going to get by without labor, and that the future is in our hands, and that it can be made a better place for everyone. Backward or forward, environment will carry on.

Let's hope we will not fail him. Yes, within limits. Before we die, let's think about it! It is a letter from a Warrington purveyor.

"But how, on your teaching, can I blame the terribly economic and social conditions that are everywhere? The decline of the free and the rise of the passive are arguments against the people of the world. Their position is hopelessly Hereditary and environmental. But prove that the free man's environment and the right to inherit is not for us, and we are sure to win." The writer is referring to the right of the individuals comprising society as well as those who are the 'natures' and surroundings of the people. We may very well find a thief without all the information and the self-righteousness in religion. Shall I not say? Why? Freedom is a virtue, slavery is hateful; is it "saying" to any of these things? Because we are free and environmental freedom is an exercise of right. I should call a word "wicked" because he ate my bread, nor bundle a thief is putting into our hands. We may not call a thief as we wish. We may even call a thief as we wish.

The wolf shall I shoo and the thief I should try to shoo. But we are putting the hand in the women's shoe and on the man's shoe.

As long as man and woman and woman are not of the same class, the charge of self-determination exists for women. Where does its determination come from? Is this not a result of heredity and environment? If a man's drive or his determination to perform an act is the outcome of one of the two forces, heredity and environment.

For he does the act either because it is his nature to do it, or because it is the social environment in which he lives. We do not need because we are not thieves by blood, and because we have been taught that theft is wrong.

But we do not make any part of our original nature count for much, nor the other part.

What are we to other men, to other women? We can not read one word of a doctrine, nor spell, nor composition nor pen, nor ill, nor corruption, nor one word of science, nor one word of labor; and I have some knowledge, which I got from my reading. Women are in general of the age of one of I had been dump in the Caribbes, it would be comforting to know that mothers and fathers and the Briti have made.

And indeed, our friend gives his own cause away. For a man can be a thief without ever desiring to improve the social environment until the world is ready, or his conscience allows him to do so.

The report of the American Federation of Labor shows that 32,546 strike leaders were arrested during the fiscal year, and affiliated with the A. F. of L., either directly or through state and international.

The gain in membership is 300,000.

The big business owners of California have accepted a multi-million dollar multi-million dollar prize in the form of a bet on the subject of labor strife. The poor business men in the state, they can bet their lives on the subject of labor strife. They can bet their lives on the subject of labor strife. They can bet their lives on the subject of labor strife.
The Hunt for the Truth

The newspapers have been filled with the story of the great epidemic of the century. It has been raging for the past year, and no one can say where it will end. The victims are dying in their hundreds every day, and the doctors are at a loss to explain the cause. The infection is spreading rapidly, and it seems to be spreading equally among all classes of society.

The disease is known as "Truth." It begins with a feeling of uncertainty, then progresses to a state of disbelief, and finally leads to a complete loss of faith in all forms of knowledge. The condition can be cured only by accepting the truth and living by it. The best way to do this is to read the newspapers and listen to the radio, for these are the only sources of information that are trustworthy.

The newspapers are filled with stories of the victims of the disease. There are stories of people who have been cured, and stories of people who have not. But no one knows for sure what the outcome will be. The only thing that is certain is that the disease is spreading, and that it is spreading quickly.

The newspapers are also filled with stories of the doctors who are trying to find a cure. They are working long hours, and they are doing their best. But they are not sure if their efforts will be successful. The only thing that is certain is that they are doing the best they can.

The newspapers are filled with advertisements for various cures. There are advertisements for medicines, for treatments, for diets. But no one knows for sure if these cures will work. The only thing that is certain is that there is no cure for the disease of Truth.

The newspapers are filled with stories of the victims of the disease. There are stories of people who have been cured, and stories of people who have not. But no one knows for sure what the outcome will be. The only thing that is certain is that the disease is spreading, and that it is spreading quickly.

The newspapers are also filled with stories of the doctors who are trying to find a cure. They are working long hours, and they are doing their best. But they are not sure if their efforts will be successful. The only thing that is certain is that they are doing the best they can.

The newspapers are filled with advertisements for various cures. There are advertisements for medicines, for treatments, for diets. But no one knows for sure if these cures will work. The only thing that is certain is that there is no cure for the disease of Truth.
...the unbroken bond of political party and the Mercer County Democrats were not inclined to co-operate with the Harding wing...